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Watch Good Guys With Guns Now! Then Get Involved! #ggwg
Cultural Daily · Wednesday, November 8th, 2017

Cultural Weekly readers will remember Good Guys With Guns — the short film by Jordan Ancel
you helped to crowdfund.

Jordan has just decided to release the film for free online today in order to spur social impact and
action. Watch it here: https://goodguyswithgunsmovie.com/

“In light of the most recent massacre in Texas, just only a few weeks after the Vegas massacre, we
have decided to forego waiting for more festivals and release Good Guys With Guns online to get
as many people to see it,” Jordan tells us. “It’s too important not to.

“As you know, this film is about what happens when too many “Good Guys with Guns” try to stop
a robbery, but know one knows who the good guys are because everyone has a gun.

“As writer and director, my impetus for making this film was to shed light on the danger of arming
every citizen, and the ease of gun acquisition in this country.

“It’s important to note that my executive producers and I have differing viewpoints on gun control
and gun laws, however we do agree that the senseless violence must end. Although we disagree on
how to end it, we came together to make this film to also illustrate that people of different
viewpoints can unite for a common cause. We hope to elevate the conversation between opposing
sides on this issue.

We hope all Cultural Weekly readers will watch and SHARE this short film today!
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